
1 Introduction
To assess the performance of trading in electricity, it is

advisable to measure the profitability of electricity trading
position will be measured.

The profitability of an electricity trading position ex-
presses the realized profit in relation to the expression of the
closed position values and the expected profit with respect to
the market value of the open position. It consists of the fol-
lowing two basic components:

� Closed position profitability (“realized profit”) and

� Market value of the open position (“unrealized profit”).

2 Definition of a trading position
Closed position profitability is calculated using the GM

indicator equal to the difference between the sales revenues
and the costs of acquisition and generation.

Open position profitability indicates what “profit might be
expected from an open position, if it were closed today”. In
other words, it is the current market valuation of contracts
constituting the open position using the Mark to Market
method. GM is to be used for the open position valuation and
for the purposes of determining its profitability.

A closed position consists of the closed historical position
for the period from the beginning of the current year to the
present date and the closed future position for the period
from the next day within the selected future time window. The
total value of GM from the closed position is calculated by

adding up the closed historical positions and the closed future
positions for a time window of one year.

3 Closed historical position
A closed historical position is a position for the period

from the beginning of the current year to the present date,
and is calculated as the sum of the concluded contract vol-
umes per hour and day of the relevant period, while the
following applies:
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where qStd is the volume of sold electricity for hour t of day d
[MWh], qGtd is the generated volume of electricity for hour t
of day d [MWh] and qPtd is the volume of electricity purchased
for hour t of day d [MWh].

The gross margin is used for determining the profitability
of a closed historical position. GM from the closed historical
position is to be calculated as the difference between the sales
revenues (multiplied by the sold volume) and the production
costs (the weighted value of the production prices multi-
plied by the produced volume) and the purchase costs (the
weighted value of the purchase price multiplied by the pur-
chase volume).
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where �pStd is the weighted value of the sales prices [Kč],
�pGtd is the weighted value of the production prices [Kč], and
�pPtd is the weighted value of the purchased prices [Kč].

4 Closed future position
A closed future position is a position for the period from

the next day within the selected future time window, and is
calculated as the sum of concluded contract volumes per hour
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Fig. 1: An overview of the trading positions of a power producer



and day of the relevant time window, while the following
applies:
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where qStd is the volume of sold electricity for hour t of day d
[MWh], qPGtd is the planned electricity generation for hour t
of day d [MWh], qPtd is the volume of electricity purchased for
hour t of day d [MWh].

The gross margin is used for determining the profitability
of a closed future position. GM from the closed future posi-
tion is to be calculated as the difference between the sales
revenues (multiplied by the sold volume) and the planned
production costs (the planned value of the production prices
multiplied by the produced volume) and the purchase costs
(the weighted value of the purchase price multiplied by the
purchase volume).
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where �pStd is the weighted value of the sales prices [Kč],
pPGtd is the planned value of the production prices [Kč] and
�pPtd is the weighted value of the purchase prices [Kč].

5 Open future position
An open future position is a position for the period from

the next day within the selected future time window and is cal-
culated as the difference between the planned volume of sold
electricity, the planned volume of generated electricity and
the planned volume of purchased electricity per hour and day
of the relevant time window, while the following applies:
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where qPStd is the planned volume of sold electricity for hour t
of day d [MWh], qPGtd is the planned volume of generated
electricity for hour t of day d [MWh] and qPPtd is the planned
volume of electricity purchased for hour t of day d [MWh].

The gross margin is used for determining the profitability
of an open future position. GM from the open position is to be
calculated as the difference between the planned sales reve-
nues (the planned sales volume multiplied by the planned
sales price – forward price curve) and the planned production
costs (the planned generation volume multiplied by the
planned production cost) and the purchase costs (the planned
purchased volume multiplied by the relevant planned
purchase price).
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where pPStd is the planned value of the sales prices [Kč], pPGtd
is the planned value of the production prices [Kč] and pPPtd is
the planned value of the purchased prices [Kč].

For the purposes of an open position Mark-to-Market
valuation, the open position per hour has to be observed in
order to be valued by the hourly forward price curve, which

differentiates the PEAK and OFF-PEAK prices for sales and
purchase.

6 Total Gross Margin and difference
from plan fulfillment
The total GM value is calculated as the sum of the gross

margins of the closed historical and future position and open
future position, as follows:
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The total difference from plan fulfillment will be given as

the sum of the actual historical variance and the expected fu-
ture variance in a one-year time window:
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The actual difference from plan fulfillment represents the
profit/loss realized from plan fulfillment for the period from
the beginning of the current year to the present date. It is to
be calculated as the difference between the planned value of
the GM of the closed historical position and the actual value
of the GM of the closed historical position to the present date:

�Act GM CHPpl GM CHPacttd � �_ _ . (9)
The expected difference from plan fulfillment represents

the projected unrealized profit/loss from plan fulfillment for
the period from the next day within the selected future time
window. It will be calculated as the difference between the
planned value of the GM of the future position and the sum of
the actual value of the GM of the closed future position and
the GM of the open future position to the present date:
�Fut GM FPpl GM CFPact GM OFPacttd � � �_ _ _ . (10)

7 Risk exposure of open position
Power producers, unlike pure electricity traders (involved

in pure electricity purchase/sale and managing their position
based on trading only), provide their sold electricity primarily
by controlled generation, with purchases being of a comple-
mentary nature only. To avoid the risk exposure of an open
position, their internal regulation states that:

� producers are only allowed to purchase electricity for a
price that is lower than the cost price by a certain coefficient

� producers are allowed to sell electricity for a price that is
higher than the cost price by a certain coefficient

� producers are allowed to sell electricity up to the volume
that they are able to generate.

For the above reasons, power producers are usually not
exposed to risks implied by the fluctuating market price of
electricity from an open position and, therefore, the calcula-
tion of Value at Risk has no rationale.

8 Conclusion
Power producers are exposed to energy market risk

through trading in power and power related products as well
as all components associated with electricity production. The
purpose of this paper is to manage power producers’ trading
activities and their exposure to energy market risk, in particu-
lar the risks associated with the volatile and unpredictable
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markets in electricity, ancillary services and CO2 and the asso-
ciated transactions of over-the-counter and exchange-traded
derivative contracts, both to hedge their position and to opti-
mize their position.
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